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Abstract. Combinatorial optimization problems have several industrial applications such as Network routing, IOT network rout-
ing, path Planning for robotics and manufacturing for which the travelling Salesman Problem, TSP, can serve as typical test
bench. This paper investigates new variants of the Fuzzy Ant Supervised by PSO, FAS-PSO and Simplified Ant Supervised by
PSO, SAS-PSO coupled with a local search, Ls, mechanism. The proposed method is based on the Fuzzy PSO to supervise and
tune ACO parameters, in addition to a local search mechanism helping in avoiding cities local crossing. The SAS-PSO-Ls uses
the same idea while with the simplified PSO as supervisor. Experimentations (a space is missed before “Experimentations”) and
results are based TSP test benches with a statistical analysis and a comparative study with the standard AS-PSO and similar state
of art methods. FAS-PSO-Ls gives better than the state of art for eil51, berlin52, while the SAS-PSO-Ls is giving better results
for the following cases: eil51, berlin52, st70.
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1. Introduction

Several industrial applications such as Network
routing, IOT network routing, Robotics, Path plan-
ning [24,31] are typical combinatorial optimization
problems for which the Traveling Salesman Problem,
TSP, could serve as a test bench.

TSP, is a popular optimization problem in which a
salesman has to visit a set of predefined cities and re-
turn to his first position without crossing the same city
more than a time. Multiple Traveling Salesman Prob-
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lem, MTSP, was proposed in [32] as a solution to solve
default detection in an IOT network. The MTSP con-
sists in dividing the problem into many sub-problems
each one assumed to TSP, then controlling each sub-
problem individually.

Bio-inspired techniques showed their capacities in
solving such a problem such as particle Swarm Opti-
mization [16], Ant Colony Optimization [15], Firefly
algorithm [12] and flower pollination algorithm [38].

Bi-heuristic approaches consist in the use of two
techniques and collaboration strategy, among them the
high-level hybridization or a low-level hybridization.
The low-level hybridization consists in modifying an
internal function of a heuristic by another heuristic.
For the high-level hybridization, the meta-heuristic is
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18 N. Rokbani et al. / Solving the TSP using fuzzy and simplified variants of ant supervised by PSO

running to tune the second heuristic parameters while
second heuristic is used to solve the problem [5]. Ant
Colony Optimization was combined with the genetic
algorithm in [8], the genetic algorithm is used to pro-
pose a better solution for the next generation and to
help him to avoid trapping in a local optimum. The wa-
ter flow, WF, and the Tabu Search, TS, was combined
to find the best global solution for the traveling sales-
man problem, where the WF is used to enhance the
search space exploration and the TS is used to ame-
liorate the search space exploitation [39]. In [4], A
multiple ants’ clan was proposed in hybridization with
the genetic algorithm, ACOMAC, to solve the trav-
eling salesman problem, for large TSP test benches,
authors proposed to add two concepts which are the
multiple nearest neighborhoods, and the dual nearest
neighborhoods, DNN, to ameliorate the search pro-
cess. In [29], a modified real-valued antibody network,
RABNET, was proposed to solve the TSP, the algo-
rithm is a hybridization between a neural network al-
gorithm and immune system algorithm, RABNET-TSP
is an unsupervised neural network with a single layer
using learning clone selection and affinity mutation.
In [33], the original RABNET-TSP was modified to
solve large size TSP test benches, the main contribu-
tion consists in enhancing the original variant by us-
ing a threshold to activate the core function and then
using a winner’ selection mechanism. The new ver-
sion [33] ameliorates the previous one [29], in term
of time consuming. A hybridization between ACO and
the delete cross method was proposed in [35], to solve
TSP, the cross delete method is added to increase the
convergence speed of ACO. The fuzzy hybrid heuris-
tic methods such in [34] are based on the hybridiza-
tion of a heuristic by another fuzzy one. In [25], au-
thors used the fuzzy PSO variants of [26] to self-adapt
ACO parameters, as well as a simplified AS-PSO ver-
sion was proposed to solve the TSP Problem based on
the Tunisian map. In [22], AS-PSO version was pro-
posed to solve the standard TSP test benches. In [3],
authors proposed a close variant based on the same hy-
bridization architecture called Ant supervised by PSO
with a local search policy 3opt, in which the PSO was
used to optimize ACO settings while ACO is used to
solve the TSP with the support of 3-Opt as a local
search algorithm allowing avoiding trapped in local
optima. In [6], authors proposed the fuzzy ant colony
optimization to solve the traveling salesman problem,
the algorithm consists on using the Fuzzy logic sys-
tem, FLS, to modify the evaporation coefficient “ρ”,
mainly FLS was used to control the algorithm search

process [6]. In [28], authors combined the FPSO with
the simulated annealing, SA, to solve the TSP. Authors
used the fuzzy system and the SA to avoid the possi-
bility to get trapped in local optimum. A self-adaptive
ant system was developed in [20,36] to solve opti-
mization problems. In [30], Kefi et al. investigated the
PSO inertia weight to parametrize ACO settings. ACO
is running to find the global best tour of TSP, where
a local search algorithm was inserted to improve the
global best and to ignore the local optimum. In [10],
Authors aim was to solve the identification of plants
pieces problem based on Particle Swarm Optimization
and leaf biometrics. In [2], A hybridization schema of
bat algorithm and direct search methods were used to
solve to solve minmax problems. This paper conducts
investigations on a new bi-heuristic technique which
belongs to the high-level hybridization class called Ant
supervised by Fuzzy PSO-Ls, FAS-PSO-Ls, in order
to solve the Traveling salesman problem. The proposal
is compared to the Simplified Ant supervised by PSO
with local search, SAS-PSO-Ls and related techniques.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 is reserved to the problem statement. Sec-
tion 3 is detailing the techniques and methods used
in this paper are briefly presented, this includes the
ant colony optimization, ACO, variant, the PSO fuzzy
variant, as well as the local search mechanism which
is used to enhance the algorithm efficiency. Section 4
details the used architecture as well as the developed
algorithm. In Section 5, comparative experimentations
are presented and commented, the paper ends by con-
clusions and perspectives.

2. Problem statement

The traveling Salesman Problem, TSP, is a famous
combinatorial optimization problem, in which we have
to reach all cities once and return to the start point with
minimum cost and distance. Many researchers run for
the TSP applying their algorithms to prove its conver-
gence or its solutions quality thanks to the availability
of its common test benches, see Eq. (1). PSO, ACO,
and close bio-inspired algorithms are largely used to
solve the TSP test benches [11].

F =
N∑

i=1,j=2

N∑
i6=j

xijcij (1)

xij =

{
1 if the path goes from city i to city j
0 otherwise

}
(2)
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Fig. 1. Ant strategy.

cij = ||xi − xj || (3)

F is the total distance of a tour, see Eq. (1), N
presents the number of the cities list, xij is a binary
coefficient, equal to 1 if an arc linking city i to city j
is existent and equal to 0 otherwise, see Eq. (2). The
distance between city i and city j is expressed using
Eq. (3), which is an euclidian distance. Equations (4)
and (5) prove that each city is visited once.

N∑
j=1,i6=j

xij = 1, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N (4)

N∑
i=1,i6=j

xij = 1, j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N (5)

3. Methods and techniques

3.1. Ant Colony Optimization ACO

Ant Colony Optimization, ACO, was inspired from
the natural ants’ capacities in searching a food source,
as well as an optimum path joining the food source
to ant’s colony [18]. Ants use a biological marker
called pheromone to collaborate and communicate
with each other’s in order to find the shortest tour to
their food. Naturally, ants choose the path with the
highest pheromone quantity to pass for the next node.
ACO individuals use a probability equation to pass
from the current position to the next one, see Eq. (6).
The node which is connected to an arc with the high-
est probability, will be chosen [18,36]. To update the
pheromone, ants use Eq. (7), Fig. 1.

P ki,j =
(τk−1
i,j )α ∗ ηβi,j∑

j∈Ωi(τ
k−1
i,j )α ∗ ηβi,j

(6)

if (i, j) ∈ Best Tour τij = (1− ρ) τ
(k−1)
ij (7)

+ρ∆k
ij else τ (k−1)

ij = τ
(k−1)
ij

W here τi, j denotes the pheromone quantity be-
tween two nodes j, and i, Ωi represents the ith neigh-
borhood, α, β are the substrate parameters, P ki,j stands
for the probability of kth ant passing the path (i, j),
where ρ stands the Pheromone decay coefficient.

3.2. Fuzzy and simplified Particle Swarm
Optimization

Eberhart and Kennedy proposed the Particle Swarm
Optimization, PSO in 1995, which is based on bird
flocks and fish banks behavior [14,27]. In PSO, a
swarm is made of particles with a communication me-
dia allowing to get informed about the best solution
of a particle neighbors and the best swarm solution.
PSO particles move using the following equations, see
Eqs (8) and (9).

vi = wvi + C1 ∗ rand() ∗ (Plbest + xi)
(8)

+C2 ∗ rand() ∗ (Pgbest + xi)

xi = xi + vi (9)

Where w is the inertia weight of PSO, C1, and C2
stands respectively for the cognitive coefficient and the
social coefficient, Plbest, Pgbest are the best local and
global positions. xi stands for the position of particle i
and vi stands for the velocity of particle i.

3.2.1. Simplified Particle Swarm Optimization, SPSO
Simplified Particle Swarm Optimization is a PSO

variant in which the local solution obtained by the
neighborhoods is ignored while the best solution ob-
tained from the global community is considered, means
removing completely the cognitive coefficient and con-
sidering only the social coefficient. PSO individual po-
sitions and velocities are ruled using Eqs (10) and
(11). Pedersen introduced the Simplified PSO variants,
PSO-VG in [19].

vi = wvi + C2 ∗ rand() ∗ (Pgbest + xi) (10)

xi = xi + vi (11)

3.2.2. Fuzzy Particle Swarm Optimization, FPSO
The Fuzzy Particle Swarm Optimization, is a PSO

variant, based on a Fuzzy Logic inference system in-
corporated into the classical PSO, enhancing the search
space exploration and exploitation. In this paper, we
are using the generalized Fuzzy PSO algorithm pro-
posed in [3]. FPSO is running to find the global best
tour based on a charismatic factor. Means, the best so-
lution is evaluated by k neighborhoods. Each neighbor-
hood finds a best solution and receives a charismatic
factor. FPSO particles update their positions and ve-
locities using the following equations, Eqs (12)–(14).
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vi = wvi + C1 ∗ rand () ∗ (Plbest + xi)
(12)

+
k∑
i=1

Ψi(C2 ∗ rand() ∗ (Pgbest + xi))

Ψi =
1

1 +
xi−Pgbest

βPSO

(13)

βPSO =
f (Pgbest)

l
(14)

Where k is random selected individuals from PSO
swarm, Ψi presents charismatic factor for an individ-
ual i, l isa fixed parameter by the user, xi stands for
(α, β, ρ)

T .
Many FPSO versions were proposed in the litera-

ture such as [1,37]. The Fuzzy PSO, FPSO is incorpo-
rated in the flowchart to tune ACO parameters, While
ACO runs to solve the traveling Salesman Problem.
When the heuristic gives a better tour for the TSP with
tuned parameters, the meta-heuristic runs to find the
best ACO optimized parameters using the fitness func-
tion.

3.3. Local search

In [7], Croes proposed K-Options algorithm, KOpt,
allowing to select the shortest among k options by re-
moving k connections from a node and reconnect them
to the next node with respect to the tour construction.
2-Opt is a particular K-opt case in which we remove
two connections and reconnect them in other way. The
algorithm accepts the new Tour only if it is shorter than
the previous best tour. 2-Opt local search policy helps
the heuristic to avoid local optimum and runs to find
the global one, see Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Fuzzy ant supervised by PSO Local search.

4. FAS-PSO-Ls

The fuzzy ant supervised by PSO, FAS-PSO, was in-
troduced by Rokbani et al. [25]. Globally, PSO is run-

Table 1
Fuzzy PSO initial Parameters

Fuzzy Particle Swarm Optimization
Population 10
Maximum iterations 100
Parameters C1 = 1.5

C2 = 1.5
W = 0.6

FPSO particle (α, β, ρ)T

ning to optimize ACO parameters while ACO is run-
ning to find the optimal solution for the main problem,
here the target is to optimize the global tour passed
by a salesman, the standard TSP test benches are used
for comparisons needs. FAS-PSO-Ls is detailed using
Fig. 3.

FPSO particle is equal to the triple ACO parameters
(α, β, ρ)

T , FPSO particles number is equal to the num-
ber of ACO instances. The algorithm is running with
a fixed number of iterations (in our case = 100). After
initializing FPSO, we have to initialize ACO parame-
ters where the number of ants is equal to the number
of city, as well as FPSO, ACO is running with a fixed
number of iterations.

FPSO algorithm is aiming to search for the best
ACO solutions and running to find the best ACO pa-
rameters. The results of ACO parameters using FPSO
are used to tune ACO, search, find and evaluate the
obtained solutions, where a local search is integrated
into ACO helping him to ameliorate its solutions. FAS-
PSO-Ls continue its execution until satisfied criteria,
which is the maximum iterations number is reached or
the global tour found by the proposal is less than the
Best-Known Solution, BKS, for each TSP test bench.
FAS-PSO-Ls is detailed with Fig. 3.

5. Experimental investigations

5.1. Experimental protocol

For experimentationsa personal computer PC, Intel
CoreTM 2, 4 GB RAM size, is used to runMATLAB
Software, R2015a, to evaluate the algorithm, FAS-
PSO-Ls, efficiency in term of solution quality and time
execution we have to calculate the mean, µ, the stan-
dard deviation, SD, see Eq. (15) and the error, err., for
TSP selected test benches according to the best-known
solution, BKS. The error, err., is ruled using Eq. (14)
as in [26,30]. The selected test benches form the stan-
dard library TSPLib [9] are eil51, berlin52, st70, eil76,
rat99, eil101, kroA100. Statistical analysis is done over
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Fig. 3. Fuzzy ant supervised by PSO Local search.

Table 2
Optimized ACO parameters for each test bench (FAS-PSO-Ls)

Problems α β ρ

eil51 0.5 1 0.01
berlin52 0.5 1 0.01
st70 0.5 1 0.01
eil76 0.5 1 0.01
rat99 0.5 1 0.01
eil101 0.5 1 0.01
kroA100 0.5 1 0.01

10000 iterations using the TSP test benches for com-
parative results.

With ant swarm size equal to city number, the fuzzy
PSO is running with social and cognitive coefficients
respectively C2, and C1 fixed both to 1.5, and the iner-
tia weight equals to 0.6. FPSO swarm size is equal to
10 with a maximum iteration equal to 100. For a sta-
tistical analysis, we are using the MATLAB software
statistics toolbox [17]. Results are presented under sta-
tistical analysis with error establishing as in Eq. (15)
and standard deviation as in Eq. (16).

Err = ((µ− BKS)÷ BKS) ∗ 100 (15)

SD =

√√√√( 1

T

T∑
t=1

(xt − µ)2

)
(16)

Where SD stands for the standard deviation, T
stands for the number of iterations, xt presents the best
solution in iteration, t, and µ presents the mean.

Table 3
Optimized ACO parameters for each test bench (SAS-PSO-Ls) [39]

Problems α β ρ

eil51 0.9775 5 0.21663
berlin52 0.5 3.2138 0.27447
st70 1.9836 3.479 0.026371
eil76 1.5119 4.2564 0.41424
rat99 – – –
eil101 1.7963 4.7321 0.22427
kroA100 1.6549 3.3073 0.32603

FAS-PSO-Ls algorithm is running with a set of pa-
rameters mentioned in Table 1.

5.2. Experimental results

With mentioned Fuzzy PSO set of parameters, FPSO
optimized ACO settings using his fitness function, see
Eq. (9). ACO parameters for each test bench are listed
with Table 2. ACO optimized parameters are the set
of parameters with which ACO must give the shortest
global tour. Best α, β and ρ given by FPSO are respec-
tively equal to 0.5, 1, and 0.01 for all TSP test benches.

To show the global best tour obtained by FAS-PSO-
Ls foreach test bench, we are using a “Draw City”
function; in which the red points represented the cities
in a cartesian frame and the blue lines represented
the path passed between two correspondent cities. Ta-
ble 4, line 13 details the best Tour for each TSP test
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Fig. 4. FAS-PSO-2Opt obtained global best tour.
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Table 4
Fuzzy Ant Supervised by PSO-2OPT comparative results

Problem eil51 berlin52 st70 eil76 rat99 eil101 kroA100
BKS 426 7542 675 538 1211 629 21282

ACOMAC Avg. 430.68 – – 555.70 – 21457.00
(2004) [11] SD – – – – – –

Error (%) 1.10 – – 3.29 – 0.82

RABNET – Avg. 438.70 8073.97 – 556.10 – 654.83 21868.47
TSP (2006) [12] SD 3.52 270.14 – 8.03 – 6.57 245.76

Error (%) 2.98 7.05 – 3.36 – 4.11 2.76

Modified RABNET – Avg. 437.47 7932.50 – 556.33 – 648.63 21522.73
TSP (2009) [13] SD 4.20 277.25 – 5.30 – 3.85 93.34

Error (%) 2.69 5.18 – 3.41 – 3.12 1.13

VRS – 2Opt Avg. 431.10 7547.23 – – – 648.67 21498.61
(2012) [23] SD – – – – – – –

Error (%) 1.2 0.07 – – – 3.13 1.02

ACO – 2Opt Avg. 439.25 7556.58 – – – 672.37 23441.80
(2012) [14] SD – – – – – – –

Error (%) 3.11 0.19 – – – 6.90 10.15

Hybrid ACO Avg. 431.20 7560.54 – – 1241.33 – –
(2012) [14] SD 2.00 67.48 – – 9.60 – –

Error (%) 1.22 0.23 – – 2.5 – –

GA-Ant System Avg. – 7634.00 – 542.00 – – 21437.00
(2012) [9] SD – – – – – – –

Error (%) – 1.22 – 0.74 – – 0.73

ACO-Tagushi Avg. 435.40 7635.40 – 565.50 – 655.00 21567.10
Method [37] SD – – – – – –
Error (%) 2.21 1.24 – 5.11 – 4.13 1.34

ACO-ABC Avg. 443.39 7544.37 700.58 557.98 – 683.39 22435.31
(2015) [38] SD 5.25 0.00 7.51 4.10 – 6.56 231.34

Error (%) 4.08 0.03 3.79 3.71 – 8.65 5.42

PSO–ACO–3Opt Avg. 426.45 7543.20 678.20 538.30 1227.40 632.70 21445.10
(α, β) (2015) [18] SD 0.61 2.37 1.47 0.47 1.98 2.12 78.24
x Error (%) 0.11 0.02 0.47 0.06 1.35 0.59 0.77

AS-PSO Avg. 428 7542 678 541 1236 632 21457
2opt [24] SD 9.97 202.62 15.92 12.16 31.74 12.29 391.85

Error (%) 0.23 0.0 0.44 0.55 2.08 0.47 0.82

SAS-PSO-Ls [39] Avg. 426 7542 675 543 – 645 21305
SD 9.6403 206.1429 20.6865 13.1426 – 12.1358 674,4597
Error (%) 0 0 0 0.92937 – 2.5437 0,10807

FAS-PSO-Ls Avg. 427 7542 678 552 1259 653 21466
SD 10.5469 254.5967 20.7752 12.2927 31.1385 12.2107 –
Error (%) 0.23474 0 0.44444 2.6022 3.9637 3.8156 0.86458

benches and its error compared to the best-known so-
lution, BKS.

The figures listed from Fig. 4a to f illustrated the
best global tour obtained by the algorithm for selected
TSP test benches, eil51 global best tour is equal to 444,
see Fig. 4a. kroA100 optimized Tour is equal to 23459,
see Fig. 4b. The best global path for st70 is equal to
732, which is represented by Fig. 4c. The best global
tour for eil76 is equal to 596 which is illustrated with
Fig. 4d. FA-PSO-Ls gives a global solution equal to
1336 for rat99, which is illustrated with Fig 4e. Eil101
best solution is equal to 689, see Fig. 4f.

In term of solution quality, FAS-PSO-Ls gives fair
results for small TSP test benches such as eil51,
berlin52 and st70, and gives acceptable results for TSP
large size configurations such as eil76, rat99, eil101, as
well as kroA100.

Compared to the simplified FAS-PSO-Ls, and in
term of Time execution, FAS-PSO-Ls is more time
consuming. For example, for berlin52 in which the
best-known solution is obtained, the time consumed
for 100 epocs is equal to 6985.174097 seconds which
is equal to 2 hours, where the time execution to ob-
tain the BKS for Simplified AS-PSO is 1883.653. For a
comparative result, investigations are assuming that the
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Fig. 5. ACO parameters evolution using Fuzzy PSO (berlin52, antnum = 52).

Fig. 6. ACO parameters evolution using simplified PSO (berlin52, antnum = 52).
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Fig. 7. Berlin52 global best tour using FAS-PSO-2Opt.

simplified Ant supervised by PSO with a local search
mechanism is better than the FAS-PSO-Ls in term of
solution quality as well as the time speed for the fol-
lowing cases: eil52, berlin52, st70, eil76, rat99, see Ta-
ble 4 lines 12 and 13.

In term of ACO parameters convergence, Fig. 5
showed that the FAS-PSO-Ls is suffering from param-
eters stagnation, where ACO parameters variations are
observed in the early iterative processing of the pro-
posal and are then maintained in the remaining of the
processing, a perturbation mechanism will be investi-
gated to avoid such behavior. Figure 7 represents the
best tour of berlin52.

The SAS-PSO- performs more explorations of ACO
parameters as in can be seen in Fig. 6, Table 3. Com-
pared to the state of art, see Table 4, FAS-PSO-Ls gives
better than related techniques for the following cases:
eil51, berlin52, and st70.

6. Conclusions and prespectives

Experimental investigations of the fuzzy ant su-
pervised by particle swarm optimization with a local
search mechanism, FAS-PSO-LS were exposed in this
paper to solve the traveling salesman, problem, TSP.
The proposal is compared to the ant supervised by
PSO, AS-PSO, the simplified Ant Supervised by PSO,
SAS-PSO-Ls and similar techniques. Compared to the
state of art, FAS-PSO-Ls gives better results in the fol-
lowing cases: eil51, berlin52, and st70, see Table 4.

Further investigations will focus on solving IOT de-
vices using FAS-PSO-Ls with the use of other local
search policies such as the variable neighborhoods, as
well as using a new architecture based on the fuzzy
logic system.
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